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TWINME – PRIVATE MESSENGER VALIDATE ITS OPERATOR MODEL 

with “Skred”, the secure messaging service proposed by the Skyrock Group 

Paris, France, September 29, 2017 – twinme, the secure instant messaging service, allowing to make 
voice/video calls and share contents privately, is welcoming “Skred”, a secure messaging application proposed 
by the Skyrock group, in its ecosystem of next generation communications operators. 

Twinme thus validates its decentralized operator model, allowing every community to operate, its own secure 
instant messaging service, under its own brand. 

This is the first time a so-called “Over The Top” (OTT) mobile communications service, relying solely on Internet 
services, via a WiFi or 4G / LTE connection, is deployed by independent organizations with decentralized 
autonomous operations. 

This world premiere illustrates the next generation ethical communications services, under the control of its 
users and the organizations they trust, without access to personal data, protecting their privacy and thus 
ensuring the freedom of digital interactions. 

The twinme team's vision is that every home, company, organization, community, can ultimately become its 
own communications operator, without intermediaries. 

“Leaving the centralized monopoly model proposed by internet giants is a major political challenge for citizens' 
freedom,” claims Michel Gien, co-founder and CEO of Twinlife, the editor of twinme. “We propose a 
decentralized model to modern digital communication services, with the original spirit and ethics of the Internet.” 

“The Skyrock group is happy to work with Twinlife, which is close to INRIA, and demonstrates the excellence of 
French engineers,” commented Pierre Bellanger, CEO of the Skyrock group. 
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About twinme: twinme is a secure instant messaging service allowing users to make high definition voice and 
video calls and share contents without providing any personal information: no sign-up, no phone number, no 
user ID, no access to your address book. twinme allows you to define, manage, and revoke relationships with 
your contacts, which are not transferable, and not usable by anyone else. “You” are in control of your digital 
communications, just like in real life!  

twinme is freely available worldwide on Apple and Android devices.   

twinme is also available for organizations that want to operate their own private messaging service, under their 
own brand and with a dedicated signaling infrastructure. 
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If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Michel Gien, Twinlife at +33 6 07 29 20 24 or 
email at press@twin.life. 
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